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Introduction and Acknowledgements

• This document contains presentations that summarise the key results of the PICASSOS 
industrial research project

• These were presented at the PICASSOS Formal Methods Seminar on 28 February 2017*

• The PICASSOS project (Proving Integrity of Complex Automotive Systems of Systems) was 
part-funded by the UK’s Advanced Manufacturing Supply Chain Initiative (AMSCI) and was a 
collaboration led by Ricardo, with partners Jaguar Land Rover, Johnson Matthey Battery 
Systems, YorkMetrics, D-RisQ and the universities of Oxford, Coventry and Warwick. The 
project could not have been undertaken without the support of AMSCI, Finance Birmingham 
and the UK Government Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy.

• The authors wish to acknowledge also the significant contributions of their colleagues within 
the consortium

• The further dissemination of this document is encouraged, however the information contained 
within is not to be disseminated in any other form without appropriate attribution. Any party 
making use of the contents of this document must rely on their own judgement when doing 
so. The PICASSOS consortium members accept no liability for consequences arising from 
this document’s being relied upon by any third party.

* Minor modifications have been made for publication
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Trends in Automotive 

• Complexity of vehicles continues to increase

• Electrification

• Automation of driving task

• Connectivity

• Smarter vehicles

• Increase in complexity increases the challenge of the verification task

• Regulation demands increasing

• Model based development at Systems & Controls Levels

• ISO 26262 Road vehicles — Functional safety

• Formal methods identified as a method that can be used for software 
architecture verification
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A Silver Bullet?
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What are the opportunities?

• Augment current verification methods

• Improve coverage

• Automated regression testing

• Use in early development phases

• Use at a system level

• Provision of verification evidence 
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What we need to understand

• What formal methods techniques to use?

• Do they work? (on the actual design artefacts) 

• How to use?

• Where to use?

• How do they fit with a wider development framework?

• What confidence should we take from results?

• Does the return justify the cost & effort?



Overview of Formal 
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What Happens in Aerospace?

DO178-C supplement DO 333

• Formal Methods (FM.B.1.3 DO 333)

• Formal methods are mathematically based techniques for the specification, 
development, and verification of software aspects of digital systems. The 
mathematical basis of formal methods consists of formal logic, discrete 
mathematics, and computer-readable languages. The use of formal methods is 
motivated by the expectation that, as in other engineering disciplines, 
performing appropriate mathematical analyses can contribute to establishing 
the correctness and robustness of a design.

• Formal Models (FM.B.1.3.1 DO 333)

• Establishing a formal model of the software artefact of interest is fundamental 
to all formal methods. In general a model is an abstract representation of a 
given set of aspects of the software that is used for analysis, simulation, and/or 
code generation. In the context of this supplement, to be formal, a model 
should have an unambiguous, mathematically defined syntax and 
semantics. This makes it possible to use automated means to obtain 
guarantees that the model has certain specified properties.
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DO178-C supplement DO 333

• DO 333 clearly defines the usefulness of 
formal methods

• Unambiguously describing requirements of software 
systems.

• Enabling precise communication between engineers.

• Providing verification evidence such as consistency and 
accuracy of a formally specified representation of 
software.

• Providing verification evidence of the compliance of one 
formally specified representation with another.





Turing’s Assertions of a Program for the 
Manchester Computer
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Formal Verification vs Testing

Formal Method 
techniques attempt to 
cover all possible 
execution scenarios of the 
system.

Testing and simulation
will look at very specific 
points as defined by the 
test engineer.
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Types of Formal Analysis

• Abstract Interpretation

• analysis based on an approximation of possible values 
for every possible execution

• More approximate the bigger the problem that can be 
tackled, but also get more false positives. 

• Theorem Proving

• Based upon axioms and rules of deduction 

• Machine proofs can be driven by a human or in certain 
circumstances automated.

• Model Checking

• “Crudely” refers to exhaustive substitution of Boolean 
variables to determine whether a specification is 
satisfied – but also includes refinement checking 
through explicit state space exploration.
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State Explosion
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Why Formal Verification Now?

• The key strength (and previous weakness) of 
Formal Methods is that they can be reduced to 
mindless steps that can be executed by a 
machine.

• There is a convergence of Model Based 
Development (MBD) and Verification using Formal 
Methods.

• Theoretical advances in addressing state space 
explosion and increasing affordable processing 
power.



http://wp.doc.ic.ac.uk/riapav/wp-content/uploads/sites/28/2014/05/HACMS-
Fisher.pdf
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PICASSOS Tools and Technologies

• PICASSOS used
• Model Based Design (MBD) engineering 

approaches

• Model Checking applied to engineering models

• Our goals were to:
• Use technologies that will be available in a 

commercial environment – e.g. licensable

• Use approaches accessible to typical 
engineers with no specialist training in formal 
methods  
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PICASSOS Tools and Technologies

• Model Based Development technologies to 
address usability:

• SysML – system design / requirements engineering 
(IBM Rational Rhapsody + PTC Integrity Modeler)

• Simulink and Stateflow – at software level for 
automatic code generation

• Model checking technologies:
• D-RisQ’s Modelworks (MW)  – technology validation 

platform, commercial release in near future

• The MathWork’s Simulink Design Verifier (SLDV)  –
commercial offering



Automated Check of Engineering Model Against Requirements

Manual stepAutomated step

Natural

language 

requirements

Engineering model

(e.g. Simulink / Stateflow)

Proof properties

(tool-specific language)

Formal model of 

engineering model

False

(& counter-

example)

True

Model checker

Results

Source: N. Tudor & J. Botham, Proving Properties 
of Automotive Systems of Systems under ISO 26262 
using Automated Formal Methods, IET System 
Safety and Cyber Security 2014 

Formal Specification
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The rôle of model checking in PICASSOS

• Used within the safety lifecycle which includes:
• Safety analysis  – search for violations of safety requirements (no 

unwanted conditions)

• Verification – search for violations of functional requirements and 
“liveness” properties (responsiveness)

• Both applied to designs (rather than source code):
• Models of systems (SysML)

• Models of software algorithms (Simulink and Stateflow)

• Complements FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) for safety analysis:
• E.g. for causes of violation of Safety Goals (top-level safety requirements)

• Good at identifying sequences of events not just combinations of events
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Claims and Limitations

• A claim based on model checking is only as good as…
• Appropriateness of the Formal Method – evidence of semantics, 

applicability and soundness.

• any assumptions – are they valid?

• The trustworthiness of the tool.

• A robust safety case (or other argument) will…
• address potential limitations  – e.g. by appeal to peer review for validity 

of assumptions and requirements

• be specific in the claims made  – e.g. that the design satisfies the stated 
requirements (and not that the system cannot fail during operation)

• Incorporate design verification as part of a portfolio of arguments 
covering different kinds of defect, e.g. sensor or actuator failures.

• This is not absolute proof of no routes to hazards – but is it at least as 
good as testing and simulation, if not better?

• Catching defects before software developed and 
requirements are validated through test saves time and 
cost.
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Issues for use of Formal Methods Tools

• Usability
• Barrier of learning new language

• Barrier of learning a new methodology

• Barrier of using human time to get round limitations of tool

• Scalability
• Can it scale to realistic industrial systems

• Size will vary depending upon application and domain

• Will require compositionality i.e. break down analysis/verification 
into components – but needs to decompose at a natural size

• Time
• Needs to be fast enough to fit into workflow 

“Forgotten the question when (or if) the results come back”

• Qualification – can you trust the tool?



The Automotive Safety 

Lifecycle Context

John Botham

Technical Specialist - Ricardo UK Ltd.

john.botham@ricardo.com
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Introduction

• This presentation aims to…

• Describe the technical background to the project

• Describe key aims

• Introduce the lifecycle & supply chain models used

• Give some background on ISO 26262

• Explain some terminology and concepts
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Aims

• Overall aim: 

• Integrate formal methods  (specifically model checking)  into …

• Representative automotive development practices

• Focusing on uses within the safety lifecycle

• Base work on reference process models that …

• Integrate product engineering (“intended functionality”) with

• ISO 26262 compliant safety engineering *

• Recognise the supply chains typically inherent in industry

• Are representative of those used by project partners and others

* ISO 26262:2011  Road vehicles – Functional safety  (in 10 parts)
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Context of Research

• Overarching context:

• Networked electronic systems in passenger vehicles

• Systems of (sub-)systems

• E.g. electric vehicle (EV) propulsion system

• Motor sub-system  (motor + inverter)

• Battery sub-system  (cells + battery management system)

• Supervisory controller

• Etc.

• Area of study:

• Distributed functionality  &  algorithms in ECUs (Electronic Control Units)

• Not (e.g.) graphical displays on instrument cluster
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Engineering Lifecycle Framework
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Project Focus Areas
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ISO 26262 Fundamentals – Safety Lifecycle 

Framework

Safety strategy

Product realisation

Source: ISO 26262:2011-2
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Project Focus Areas

Software design & 

implementation

Safety strategy

Product realisation

System design 

(requirements 

and 

architecture)

Source: ISO 26262:2011-2
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ISO 26262 Fundamentals – Safety Requirements

Safety requirements cascade from hazards:

Name Nature Purpose

Hazards Unsafe states of the 

vehicle

–

Safety goals (SGs) Top-level requirements To avoid 

hazards

Functional safety 

requirements (FSRs)

High-level requirements 

(implementation neutral 

concept)

To achieve

SGs

Technical safety 

requirements (TSRs)

Detailed requirements that 

the system design must 

satisfy

To satisfy 

FSRs

Hardware / Software 

safety requirements

Detailed requirements on 

the hardware (electronics) 

and software 

To satisfy 

TSRs

NB

• “FSC” = Functional safety concept = FSRs allocated to elements

• “TSC” = Technical safety concept = TSRs allocated to elements
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ISO 26262 Fundamentals – ASILs

• ASILs (Automotive Safety Integrity Levels) get lots of focus

• Attributes of safety requirements  – and taken on by elements of the design (e.g. software 
partitions)

• Represent a measure of risk reduction  – derived from analysis of consequences of hazards

• Drive rigour & robustness via recommended / required methods & design tactics

• Address systematic faults (mostly – also a connection to random faults via hardware metrics)

• Run from ASIL A to ASIL D (highest)

• Use of ASILs in our work is limited:

• Guided the safety concept assumed for case studies

• Processes used in case studies meet ASIL D requirements

• New methods are applicable at all ASILs

• We will show how they support compliance arguments …

• … but our emphasis is on the role of model checking in safety arguments  – i.e. reasoning about 
product design properties *

* See e.g. Hawkins, Richard, Tim Kelly, John Knight, and Patrick Graydon. "A new approach to creating clear safety arguments." In Advances in 

systems safety, pp. 3-23. Springer London, 2011.
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ISO 26262 Fundamentals – Process Requirements 

and Recommendations

• Two sources of requirements 
for compliance:

• Numbered textual 
clauses

• Tables

• Clauses give actual 
requirements

• Tables give potential means to 
meet requirements

• Must justify why 
approach taken is 
adequate

• But selecting all ++s is 
sufficient justification  
– therefore often used to 
drive process design

Source: ISO 26262:2011-4++ = “highly recommended” 

+ = “recommended”
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ISO 26262 – Some Other Terms

Term Meaning Examples

System Related controller(s), sensor(s) 

and actuator(s)

Electric power steering 

(controller, hand-wheel 

sensors, motor)

Array of systems Multiple systems acting together

“System of systems”

Electric vehicle propulsion 

system (pedal sensing, motor 

control, battery management, 

…)

Element Any constituent of a system Control unit, software module, 

resistor

Safety mechanism Mitigation implemented in the 

system 

Output monitor & shut-off, 

input plausibility check

Fault Tolerant Time 

Interval (FTTI)

Time for which a fault condition can 

be present, before its effects 

become hazardous

~ 1s+ for un-commanded 

acceleration
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Safety Analysis – A Quick Overview of Terms 

Used Here

Term Meaning Typical techniques

Inductive 

safety 

analysis

“Bottom up” analysis of effects 

of failure conditions

- Finds causes of known 

hazards

- Finds new hazards

FMEA — Failure Modes 

and Effects Analysis

Tabular approach

Deductive 

safety 

analysis

“Top down” analysis of causes

of unwanted events

- Finds causes of known 

hazards

- Will not find new hazards

FTA – Fault Tree 

Analysis

Branching structure 

working down from 

unwanted event
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Beyond ISO 26262 …

• ISO 26262 is specific to automotive and to functional safety

• … and we have used modelling tools/paradigms common in automotive (SysML, Simulink / Stateflow)

• However…

• SysML and Simulink / Stateflow are used in other industries

• Our approaches and findings…

• Show effectiveness of model checking compared to common “traditional” approaches to design 
verification and causal analysis

• Inspection

• Simulation / animation / dynamic testing

• FTA

• Make model checking accessible to non-expert users

• Include tool-agnostic approaches and general principles

• So potential to carry over to other industries and to other concerns (reliability, security, …)
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Summary

• This session has introduced some context needed to understand later ones

• … specifically: concepts, lifecycle and terminology in ISO 26262

• … and typical automotive supply chain models

• However our work carries across to other domains



Standards Compliance

Making Claims to Support Safety Cases

Nick Tudor

D-RisQ

njt@drisq.com
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Standards and Compliance to them

Automotive

ISO26262

Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

Part 5

Part 6

Part 7

Part 8

Part 9

Part 10

Systems aspects

Aerospace

CS-25

ARP4761

ARP4754A

DO-178C/

ED-12C

DO-254/

ED-80
Hardware aspects

Safety aspects

Software aspects



Verification Objectives – DO-178C

A-4.2 Accuracy & Consistency

A-4.3 HW Compatibility 

A-4.4 Verifiability 

A-4.5 Conformance 

A-4.7 Algorithm Accuracy

System

Requirements

High-Level

Requirements

Software

Architecture

Source Code

Executable

Object Code

(A-2: 3, 4, 5)

(A-2: 7)

A-3.1 Compliance 

A-3.6 Traceability
A-3.2 Accuracy & Consistency 

A-3.3 HW Compatibility 

A-3.4 Verifiability

A-3.5 Conformance 

A-3.7 Algorithm Accuracy

A-4.9 Consistency

A-4.10 HW Compatibility 

A-4.11 Verifiability 

A-4.12 Conformance 

A-4.13 Partition Integrity

(A-2: 6)

A-5.3 Verifiability 

A-5.4 Conformance

A-5.6 Accuracy & Consistency

A-5.8 PDI Complete & Correct

A-5.9 PDI Verified

(A-2: 1, 2)

A-4.1 Compliance 

A-4.6 Traceability
A-4. 8 Architecture Compatibility

A-5.1 Compliance 

A-5.5 Traceability
A-5.2 Compliance

A-6.3 Compliance 

A-6.4 Robustness

A-6.1 Compliance 

A-6.2 Robustness

A-6.5 Compatible With Target

Low-Level

Requirements

A-5.7 Complete & Correct

Compliance: with requirements

Conformance: with standards

A-7.1 Procedures are correct

A-7.2 Results are Correct 

A-7.3 Test Coverage of HLRs 

A-7.4 Test Coverage of LLRs 

A-7.5 MC/DC

A-7.6 Decision Coverage

A-7.7 Statement Coverage

A-7.8 Coupling Coverage 

A-7.9 Untraceable object code



Verification Objectives – Level A

A-4.2 Accuracy & Consistency

A-4.3 HW Compatibility 

A-4.4 Verifiability 

A-4.5 Conformance 

A-4.7 Algorithm Accuracy

System

Requirements

High-Level

Requirements

Software

Architecture

Source Code

Executable

Object Code

(A-2: 3, 4, 5)

(A-2: 7)

A-3.1 Compliance 

A-3.6 Traceability
A-3.2 Accuracy & Consistency 

A-3.3 HW Compatibility 

A-3.4 Verifiability

A-3.5 Conformance 

A-3.7 Algorithm Accuracy

A-4.9 Consistency

A-4.10 HW Compatibility 

A-4.11 Verifiability 

A-4.12 Conformance 

A-4.13 Partition Integrity

(A-2: 6)

A-5.3 Verifiability 

A-5.4 Conformance

A-5.6 Accuracy & Consistency

A-5.8 PDI Complete & Correct

A-5.9 PDI Verified

(A-2: 1, 2)

A-4.1 Compliance 

A-4.6 Traceability
A-4. 8 Architecture Compatibility

A-5.1 Compliance 

A-5.5 Traceability
A-5.2 Compliance

A-6.3 Compliance 

A-6.4 Robustness

A-6.1 Compliance 

A-6.2 Robustness

A-6.5 Compatible With Target

Low-Level

Requirements

A-5.7 Complete & Correct
Required 

Required with independence

Not required

A-7.1 Procedures are correct

A-7.2 Results are Correct 

A-7.3 Test Coverage of HLRs 

A-7.4 Test Coverage of LLRs 

A-7.5 MC/DC

A-7.6 Decision Coverage

A-7.7 Statement Coverage

A-7.8 Coupling Coverage 

A-7.9 Untraceable object code



Verification Objectives – Level B

A-4.2 Accuracy & Consistency

A-4.3 HW Compatibility 

A-4.4 Verifiability 

A-4.5 Conformance 

A-4.7 Algorithm Accuracy

System

Requirements

High-Level

Requirements

Software

Architecture

Source Code

Executable

Object Code

(A-2: 3, 4, 5)

(A-2: 7)

A-3.1 Compliance 

A-3.6 Traceability
A-3.2 Accuracy & Consistency 

A-3.3 HW Compatibility 

A-3.4 Verifiability

A-3.5 Conformance 

A-3.7 Algorithm Accuracy

A-4.9 Consistency

A-4.10 HW Compatibility 

A-4.11 Verifiability 

A-4.12 Conformance 

A-4.13 Partition Integrity

(A-2: 6)

(A-2: 1, 2)

A-4.1 Compliance 

A-4.6 Traceability
A-4. 8 Architecture Compatibility

A-5.1 Compliance 

A-5.5 Traceability
A-5.2 Compliance

A-6.3 Compliance 

A-6.4 Robustness

A-6.1 Compliance 

A-6.2 Robustness

A-6.5 Compatible With Target

Low-Level

Requirements

A-5.7 Complete & Correct
Required 

Required with independence

Not required

A-7.1 Procedures are correct

A-7.2 Results are Correct 

A-7.3 Test Coverage of HLRs 

A-7.4 Test Coverage of LLRs 

A-7.5 MC/DC

A-7.6 Decision Coverage

A-7.7 Statement Coverage

A-7.8 Coupling Coverage 

A-5.3 Verifiability 

A-5.4 Conformance

A-5.6 Accuracy & Consistency

A-5.8 PDI Complete & Correct

A-5.9 PDI Verified

A-7.9 Untraceable object code



Verification Objectives – Level C

A-4.2 Accuracy & Consistency

A-4.3 HW Compatibility 

A-4.4 Verifiability 

A-4.5 Conformance 

A-4.7 Algorithm Accuracy

System

Requirements

High-Level

Requirements

Software

Architecture

Source Code

Executable

Object Code

(A-2: 3, 4, 5)

(A-2: 7)

A-3.1 Compliance 

A-3.6 Traceability
A-3.2 Accuracy & Consistency 

A-3.3 HW Compatibility 

A-3.4 Verifiability

A-3.5 Conformance 

A-3.7 Algorithm Accuracy

A-4.9 Consistency

A-4.10 HW Compatibility 

A-4.11 Verifiability 

A-4.12 Conformance 

A-4.13 Partition Integrity

(A-2: 6)

(A-2: 1, 2)

A-4.1 Compliance 

A-4.6 Traceability
A-4. 8 Architecture Compatibility

A-5.1 Compliance 

A-5.5 Traceability
A-5.2 Compliance

A-6.3 Compliance 

A-6.4 Robustness

A-6.1 Compliance 

A-6.2 Robustness

A-6.5 Compatible With Target

Low-Level

Requirements

A-5.7 Complete & Correct
Required 

Required with independence

Not required

A-7.1 Procedures are correct

A-7.2 Results are Correct 

A-7.3 Test Coverage of HLRs 

A-7.4 Test Coverage of LLRs 

A-7.5 MC/DC

A-7.6 Decision Coverage

A-7.7 Statement Coverage

A-7.8 Coupling Coverage 

A-5.3 Verifiability 

A-5.4 Conformance

A-5.6 Accuracy & Consistency

A-5.8 PDI Complete & Correct

A-5.9 PDI Verified

A-7.9 Untraceable object code



Verification Objectives – Level D

A-4.2 Accuracy & Consistency

A-4.3 HW Compatibility 

A-4.4 Verifiability 

A-4.5 Conformance 

A-4.7 Algorithm Accuracy

System

Requirements

High-Level

Requirements

Software

Architecture

Source Code

Executable

Object Code

(A-2: 3, 4, 5)

(A-2: 7)

A-3.1 Compliance 

A-3.6 Traceability
A-3.2 Accuracy & Consistency 

A-3.3 HW Compatibility 

A-3.4 Verifiability

A-3.5 Conformance 

A-3.7 Algorithm Accuracy

A-4.9 Consistency

A-4.10 HW Compatibility 

A-4.11 Verifiability 

A-4.12 Conformance 

A-4.13 Partition Integrity

(A-2: 6)

(A-2: 1, 2)

A-4.1 Compliance 

A-4.6 Traceability
A-4. 8 Architecture Compatibility

A-5.1 Compliance 

A-5.5 Traceability
A-5.2 Compliance

A-6.3 Compliance 

A-6.4 Robustness

A-6.1 Compliance 

A-6.2 Robustness

A-6.5 Compatible With Target

Low-Level

Requirements

A-5.7 Complete & Correct
Required 

Required with independence

Not required

A-5.3 Verifiability 

A-5.4 Conformance

A-5.6 Accuracy & Consistency

A-5.8 PDI Complete & Correct

A-5.9 PDI Verified

A-7.9 Untraceable object code

A-7.1 Procedures are correct

A-7.2 Results are Correct 

A-7.3 Test Coverage of HLRs 

A-7.4 Test Coverage of LLRs 

A-7.5 MC/DC

A-7.6 Decision Coverage

A-7.7 Statement Coverage

A-7.8 Coupling Coverage 



The Verification Process – Level E

Executable
Object Code
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Trying the same thing… Automotive



Verification Objectives – Trying to map to ISO 

26262

6-10.4.3.c: Accuracy & Consistency

6-10.4.3.b/c HW Compatibility 

?: Verifiability 

?: Conformance 

?: Algorithm Accuracy

System

Requirements

High-Level

Requirements

Software

Architecture

Source Code

Executable

Object Code

6-6.4.1/2: Inform/Constrain/Define

(?????)

6-6.4.8.a : Compliance

6-8.4.5.b: Traceability
6-6.4.8.a: Accuracy & Consistency 

6-6.4.8.c: HW Compatibility 

6-6.4.5.b: Verifiability

6-6.4.8.b: Conformance 

6-6.4.8.a: Algorithm Accuracy

6-7.4.18.a: Consistency

6-7.4.18.b: HW Compatibility 

6-7.4.2.a: Verifiability 

6-7.4.18.c: Conformance 

6-7.4.11: Partition Integrity

6-7.4.9: Inform/Constrain/Define
6-6.4.5.b: Verifiability 

6-8.4.5.d: Conformance

6-8.4.5.c: Accuracy & Consistency

8-C.4.2/4: Config Data Complete & Correct

8-C.4.2/4: Config Data Verified

8-C.4.7/10.c: Calibration Data Complete & Correct

8-C.4.7/10c: Calibration Data Verified

6-6.4.1/2: Inform/Constrain/Define)

6-10.4.3.c: Compliance 

6-8.4.5.b: Traceability
?Architecture Compatibility

6-9.4.4.2.a/6-8.4.5.c: Compliance 

6-8.4.5.b: Traceability
6-9.4.2.a/6-8.4.5.c/ 6-10.4.3.a: 

Compliance

?: Compliance 

?: Robustness

? Compliance 

? Robustness

6-7.4.17/6-8.4.5.a: Compatible With 

Target

Low-Level

Requirements

??: Complete & Correct

Compliance: with requirements

Conformance: with standards

6-9.4.5/6-10.4.4 Procedures are correct

6-11.4.4.a/c: Results are Correct 

6-11.4.4.b: Test Coverage of HLRs

6-10.4.4/5: Test Coverage of LLR/Design

6-9.4.4: MC/DC

6-9.4.4: Decision Coverage

6-9.4.4: Statement Coverage

6-7.4.15: Coupling Coverage 

?? Untraceable object code



Verification ‘Objectives’ – ISO 26262

6-10.4.3.c: Fulfilment

6-10.4.3.b: HW Compatibility 

6-8.4.4: Conformance

TSRs Allocated 

to Software

Software Safety

Requirements

Software

Architecture

Source Code

Executable

Object Code

6-6.4.1/2: Inform/Constrain/Define

Compiler

6-6.4.8.a: Compliance & Consistency

6-6.4.8.b: Compliance with System Design

8-6.4.3.2: Traceability
6-6.4.8.c: HW Consistency

8-6.4.2.4.e: Verifiability

8-6.4.2.4.c: Consistency (Int)

8-6.4.3.1.c: Completeness

8-6.4.3.1.d: Consistency (Ext)

6-7.4.18.b: HW Compatibility 

6-7.4.2.a: Verifiability 

6-7.4.18.c: Conformance 

6-7.4.11: Partition Integrity

6-7.4.9: Inform/Constrain/Define

6-8.4.4: Conformance 

6-8.4.5.d: Code standards

6-C.4.2: Config Data Verified

6-C.4.7: Calibration Data Verified

6-6.4.1/2: Inform/Constrain/Define

6-8.4.5.b: Fulfilment

6-7.4.18.a: Compliance

6-8.4.5.c: Compliance (Static)

6-9.4.3.a: Compliance (Dynamic)
6-10.4.3.a: Compliance

6-10.4.3.c: Compliance 

6-8.4.4.f: Robustness

6-8.4.5.b: Fulfilment 

6-8.4.4.f: Robustness

6-9.4.3.b: Compliance

6-7.4.17/6-8.4.5.a/e/6-10.4.3.e: Compatible With 

Target

Software Unit 

Design Specification

8-9.4.3.2.d/e/6-11.4.4.a/c: Results are Correct 

6-11.4.4.b: Test Coverage of SW Safety Reqs

6-10.4.5: Test Coverage of Design 

6-9.4.5/10.4.6: Structural Coverage

6-10.4.7: Unintended Functions Removed

Baseline 

& Delta



D-RisQ Tools - Aerospace

System 

Requirements

Software

Requirements

Software

Design

Source

Code

Executable 

Object Code

Processor

Table FM.A-2 Objectives

DO-333

Table FM.A-3 Objectives

Table FM.A-4 Objectives

Table FM.A-5 Objectives

Table FM.A-6 Objectives

Table FM.A-7 Objectives

System 

Design

Modelworks®SysML

Modelworks®

CLawZ®

FEVER®

Table FM.A-2 Objectives

Table FM.A-3 Objectives

Table FM.A-5 Objectives

Table FM.A-6 Objectives

Table FM.A-7 Objectives
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Introduction

This presentation briefly introduces:

• the questions and issues involved in assessing the new methods

• the high-level trials approach

• the techniques used to collect measurement data in the trials

• how Measurement & Assessment (M&A) methods are evolving to support 
wider automotive process improvements
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Many Questions about a new Verification Method

• Assessment of engineering benefits

• Increased confidence/assurance in requirements, design specifications and as-built 
products; reduced residual risks in work flow products and in the final product?

• At OEM, Tier 1 and supply-chain levels?

• Generation of evidence compliant with ISO 26262?

• Improved capability to develop more advanced products at similar cost/residual risk?

• Assessment of process benefits

• Reduced overall development / lifecycle costs, schedules?

• Reduced overall safety process / ISO 26262 compliance costs, schedules?

• Reduced inter-working costs, schedules in supply chains?

• Assessment of potential costs

• Additional effort to apply new methods? Who takes the costs, who benefits? 

• Preparatory training and specialist support costs?

• Costs of transition from existing work flows; modification of other (upstream and 
downstream) activities?

• Tool licensing and support costs?

• Tool qualification costs, where needed?
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Ideal Experiments versus Practical Trials

Ideal ‘Scientific’ Experiment:

Moving from baseline to delta process

• keep everything else fixed

• take the same input/output measures and compare

• objectively observe changes due to the change

Practical Trials:

It is not straightforward to:

• fix and localise the change under investigation 

• repeat a process without learning effects 

• objectively measure some types of performance, particularly for high integrity systems

• measure dependencies on contextual factors, including product properties

However, objective measures are an important contribution to assessment.
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Trials Approach

Trials are conducted to enable comparison between:

• A baseline process, representative of current methods and tool chains

• Delta processes, which include the new methods/tools to be investigated.

An example system/software product is taken through these processes. Error 
seeding is used as part of the testing of the effectiveness of the baseline and delta 
verification methods.

Basic measures are:

• Effort – fine-grained collection of person-hours (explained later)

• Defects – including seeded and non-seeded errors

• Timings – benchmarked processing times

• Size – requirements, block counts, McCabe complexity, etc



• Practical Systems and Software 
Measurement (PSM)

• ISO/IEC 15939

• http://www.psmsc.com/

• Goal Question Metric (GQM)

• Need good evidence

• Fine-grained metrics

• Evolving questions

• Post-hoc interpretation

Measurement Methods



Collecting Data

Context-based Measurement

• Fine-grained context of activity 

• Taxonomies evolve over time

• Allows post-hoc interpretation

Integration of results

• Intersection across metrics

• Quantitative and qualitative
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Measurement Methods and Tools

Evolving measurement methods:

• Integrated with model-based methods and tools

• More automation in measurement and data collection, linked to tool chains

• Measurement applied to agile, iterative development processes

• Measurement applied to supply/value chains; measurement sharing

• Adaptive measurement approach

Metrics tools available

• Inflexsion semantic database

• Termscape browser interface & APIs

• Faceted querying and inferential search
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Conclusions

Systematic Trials and Metrics Approach

• The trials design maximises learning and minimises the issues of performing 
representative and objective assessments

• The measurement approach provides essential evidence and can be adapted for 
subsequent commercial deployment

Way Forward

• The subsequent presentations explain the trials as performed

• Interpretation requires multi-faceted assessment within a specific context

• The ability to perform measured trials across industrial supply-chains is an 
essential step to overcome the risk-premium of adopting these novel approaches
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Appendices



Candidate Measures (1 of 3)



Candidate Measures (2 of 3)



Candidate Measures (3 of 3)



Trials Planning - Experimental Design
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Software Development Trial - Scope

• Trials at the software level covered the software development process from software requirements 
specification through to software unit testing (in ISO 26262, Part 6 clauses 6, 7, 8 and 9) 

• The case study involved both intended functionality and safety mechanisms

• A model based development process was used

• Software modules (units) were modelled using Simulink & Stateflow 

• Embedded Coder was used for automatic code generation
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Case Study - Hypothetical EV Propulsion System

• The software level trials looked at 6 software modules within the vehicle controller related to charging

• These were defined by 83 requirements and their implementation took nearly 500 SLSF blocks
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Baseline Process

• The “baseline” unit verification process included the following activities for demonstrating (amongst 
other purposes) compliance of a module’s implementation with its requirements:

• Peer review (inspection) of the model

• Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) testing: testing of the model in simulation

• Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) testing: back-to-back testing of source code versus model

• Processor-in-the-Loop (PiL) testing: on-target back-to-back testing of object code versus model

• The baseline process additionally involved verification activities that do not contribute directly to 
identifying failures to satisfy requirements. These included static analyses of the model (using the 
Simulink Model Advisor) and the source code 

• These activities demonstrate other properties of the module such as robustness and standards 
compliance
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Baseline Trial Process

• As has previously been discussed, errors were purposely added to the 
model before the verification processes started ("Error seeding")

• Clearly this step would not appear in a normal production 
process

• By adding known errors we could assess the effectiveness of the 
verification steps

• This also meant that the verification steps had to be conducted by 
someone who was not involved in the model development as 
otherwise the added errors would be immediately obvious

• Where possible this was done by doing the verifications steps 
(below the blue line) in a different organisation to ensure 
maximum independence
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Delta Process

• Each model checker has its own method 
to specify the requirements 

• As we wished to use multiple model 
checkers (SLDV and Modelworks) the 
natural language requirements were first 
translated into a common intermediate 
language that was designed to be simple 
to understand by non-experts, but also 
relatively simple to convert into the 
formats required by the model checkers

Translation of 
requirements to 

Intermediate language

Model checking using 
SLDV or Modelworks

Static checks using SLDV 
or  Modelworks
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Delta Process in detail

• Each application of model checking to a module involved:

1. Translation of the requirements into the PICASSOS Intermediate Language

2. Conversion of the Intermediate language form of the requirements into the format ("assertions") 
required by the model checker and then implementing these in the model checker

3. Encoding of assumptions as needed; e.g. specification in the model checker of signal values or 
ranges that are to be excluded from the analysis due to supposed infeasibility

• This step is not always required, but may significantly reduce the execution time of the 
model checker by reducing the "state space" that it needs to examine

4. Peer review of the assertions and assumptions for accuracy with respect to the requirements 
and the context of the system

• for non-trivial cases it was found that it was useful to purposely introduce faults into the 
model and show that the tool detected them. 

5. Use of the model checker to verify the model against the assertions
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PICASSOS Intermediate Requirements Language

• These 3 patterns were adequate to describe all the requirements for PICASSOS

• The language has been fully defined based on the operators/priorities normally found in programming 
languages , but we don't have the time to go into this level of detail here
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Example of Conversion into Intermediate 

Language

• While a "truth table" is not really required here, this approach was found to be useful in converting 
more complex requirements

• Note that a step (not shown above) is required to map relevant quantities or conditions in the natural 
language requirement  to "signals" (e.g. TorqueAllowed and Inhibited in the example above)

Semiformal interpretation in Intermediate language

• SWR_VCU_112: (TorqueAllowed == False) 
IMPLIES Inhibited == True.

SWR_VCU_112 (informal):

• Unless the key state feature indicates that non zero 
torque is allowed, the torque inhibit signal shall be 
asserted.

Truth table 
interpretation

1
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Implementation of the Example Requirement

• A parser/lexer was developed to check the syntax of statements in the intermediate language

• This also creates a textual representation of the requirements in the form needed for both SLDV 
and Modelworks

• Example:

• SWR_VCU_112 (semi-formal):

• TorqueAllowed == False implies Inhibited == True

• A representation of the implementation in SLDV, as created by the parser, is shown above

• The Parser also produces output suitable for use with Modelworks and this is shown later
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Implementation of the PICASSOS Intermediate 

Language using Simulink Design Verifier (SLDV)

• A library of SLDV blocks was created that implements  the functionality required by the Intermediate 
Language.

• The diagram above shows the use of an IMPLIES block

• The portion above the blue line is the original implementation, that below the blue line is an 
example of what needs to be added to check a single requirement
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Implementation of the PICASSOS Intermediate 

Language using Modelworks

• Modelworks uses text based requirements directly, so the Simulink model does not need to be 
changed.

• In the Modelworks requirements language , “X implies Y” could be stated as “it shall be that Y 
when X is persistent”

• As an example SWR_VCU_112 (semi-formal) which was "TorqueAllowed == False implies 
Inhibited == True" is output by the semi-formal notation parser as

• It shall be that Inhibited == True when (TorqueAllowed == False) is persistent

• It should be noted that the implementation of Modelworks used within PICASSOS only supports a 
subset of Simulink/Stateflow (focusing on Stateflow).

• One module "TA" was specifically created to be compatible with the subset supported by 
Modelworks

• The version of Modelworks used in these trials can also process the module "KS" (which is 
described in more detail later in this presentation) and the CL module.
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Comparison of Baseline and Delta processes at 

the Software level - Key State module

• The KS (Key State) module represents logic in 
the vehicle controller to interpret the state of the 
ignition system. 

• The KS module implemented three software-level 
requirements, comprised 23 Simulink blocks and 
one Stateflow block, and had two inputs and two 
outputs.

• The stateflow state charts contains 3 
states.
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Error Seeding – KS module

Original "correct" 
version

After error seeding

Note: Model put through delta 
was modified further during 

static checking with Model 
Advisor

Negation of
condition 
check on
transition 
entering 
‘AccOrOff’ 
(“Defect 1”)

Direct transition from ‘AccOrOff’
to ‘RunFollowingStart’ / 
‘Start’ transition missing 
(“Defect 2”)

Default state
("Defect 3" -
not error seeded!)
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Comparison of Defects Found in the KS Module 

by Baseline and Delta Processes

×
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Comparison of Effort Expended on Unit Verification of 

the KS Module in Baseline and Delta processes using 

SLDV and Modelworks

• Using Modelworks on the KS module generated the same results approximately 5 hours faster. 

n/a
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Overview of the Software Level Results

• The error found only by the Delta process (using 
model checking) was a "real error" (it was not 
introduced by the error seeding) 

• The issue related to initial start-up where a 
requirement can be invalidated in two time 
steps

• This was found in the KS module that was 
described a few slides ago

• The error found only by the baseline process is 
best described as a "Missing requirement" (this 
was also not error seeded)

• There was a requirement of the form 

• "if A then set flag true"

• but there was no requirement to set the 
flag to false

• As model checking only checks the given 
requirements it cannot detect a missing 
requirement

• On average the delta process was 9 person 
hours faster than the baseline process using 
SLDV and 14 hours faster using Modelworks

1 Found by baseline only

1 Found by Delta only

All errors (49)

47 Found by both

Venn diagram of errors found
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Aggregated 

Comparison of 6 

Modules Using 

SLDV

• The table to the right gives a 
detailed view of the results which 
were summarised on the 
previous slide.

• In this trial, 100% coverage of 
the functional requirements was 
achieved by model checking with 
SLDV. 

• In general it might be expected 
that this may not always be the 
case, and that industrial work-
flows need to account for this 
possibility. 

• However, it should also be 
noted that the 
requirements here were 
deliberately written with no 
specific bias towards use in 
model checking, i.e. they 
followed normal processes 
and standards for the 
organization generating 
them
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Delta Process: Effort

• Note that while model checking adds extra 
steps to the process, it can be argued that it 
allows the scope of the model peer review to 
be reduced to focus on aspects not related to 
satisfaction of functional requirements.

• The use of model checking could also be 
considered as an enabler for the use of 
automated test case generation which 
significantly reduces the time required for the 
MIL testing.

• On this basis the delta process was found to 
be faster than the baseline, saving 9 person 
hours effort per module on average when 
using SLDV see next slide for more detail 
and modelworks results.

• While PICASSOS used the "natural 
language requirements" to develop the 
model if it was known that model checking 
will be used it is believed that the use of the 
requirements in the Intermediate language 
would both reduce the effort for this model 
generation and improve the quality of the 
generated models as requirements in the 
intermediate language can be much clearer.

Translation of 
requirements to 

Intermediate language

Model checking using 
SLDV or Modelworks

Static checks using SLDV 
or  Modelworks
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Comparative Effort (person-hours) per Model

for Verification of Requirements Satisfaction 

Baseline includes:

- Peer review of model

- MiL testing inc. test vector specification

SLDV includes:

- Requirements translation and property modelling

- SLDV built-in tests for dead logic and design errors

- SLDV verification of requirements

Modelworks (MW) includes:

- Requirements translation (nat. lang. to MW)

- MW configuration for model compatibility

- MW verification of requirements
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Scalability of Model Checking with SLDV

• The models created within the PICASSOS project were all comparatively small, so an experiment was 
done using a model that had previously been used as the basis for automotive code generation of the 
software for the supervisory control unit within an EV demonstrator.

• This model consisted of 5141 blocks, of which 300 were sub-system blocks and 19 were Statechart 
blocks, i.e. state machines. 

• The work was conducted on a laptop computer normally used for tasks that include SLSF modelling 
and simulation, and featuring an Intel Core i5 processor clocked at 2.50 GHz with 8 GB of memory. 

• Full analysis for satisfaction of the single assertion involved (i) a check for compatibility with SLDV, 
taking around 10-15 minutes, and (ii) a further 27 minutes to complete the proof. 

• With larger numbers of assertions, it is envisaged that full verification on models of application code-
bases may require overnight runs. 

• However, this work shows that full individual proofs are typically likely to be feasible within time-frames 
below an hour on typical desk-top machines, and that workflows involving progressively increasing 
rigour of analysis can make verify-and-fix cycles practical.
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Conclusions/Summary for Software Level Analysis 

• The results of the software trials showed that using a commercially available model 
checking tool, the delta process was faster than a conventional process and gave 
effectively the same fault coverage

• Model checking did find one error (which required a relatively complex sequence 
to show) that was not found by a standard process

• One error (a missing requirement) was missed by the process using model 
checking but found by the conventional process

• During this work one bug in the model checking tool was found which was 
acknowledged by the tool supplier and will eventually be fixed

• This was an "inability to process" error 

• The Modelworks tool developed within this program shows promise, giving an average 
40% time saving compared to SLDV, but the version in use at the time of these trials 
could only analyse 3 out of 6 of the software modules

• A later presentation will show how Modelworks has evolved since these trials 
were conducted.

• With the standard PC's now being used for software development, model checking of 
large "ECU" size code bases appears to be practical

• While the PICASSOS program focused on ISO 26262 and automotive we believe the 
results are applicable to other industries and application domains
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Problem

Enabling non-expert access to FM 

for requirements and design

Fit into existing development processes

Aim to build something that is verifiable

Faster

Cheaper

Exploit Simulink/Stateflow

Exploit SysML

Support claims for standards

ISO26262

DO-178C



Generic Technology Validator (GTV)

Terms of the project do not allow product development

This means we were allowed to explore the art of the possible

Have to develop a “Generic Technology for Validation”

Benchmarking was, 

however, ‘difficult’

Pushed boundaries 

from original intent



D-RisQ Tools in the Development Process

System 

Requirements

Software

Requirements

Software

Design

Source

Code

Executable 

Object Code

Processor

System 

Design

Modelworks®SysML

Modelworks®

CLawZ®

FEVER®

Claims for safety 
case 

(ISO26262, etc)

CLawZ®

FEVER®
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Requirements



Safety Arguments

Software DesignSoftware Requirements

Simulink/
Stateflow

Manual design effort

English

Manual

Claims for safety 
case 

(ISO26262, etc)

?

Link constructs

and any assertions 
….to the English

….and argue

correctness of the link

and assertions
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It goes wrong from here…

If only we got the earlierright requirements

The software development standards should enable 

software components of a given software product or 

related set of products to be uniformly designed and 

implemented

The software development standards should disallow the 

use of constructs or methods that produce outputs that 

cannot be verified or that are not compatible with safety-

related requirements 
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D-RisQ Modelworks® for Simulink/Stateflow

Software DesignSoftware Requirements

Simulink/
Stateflow

Manual design effort

English

Manual

Verification 

consequently 

subjective

Hard to interpret;

subjective

Hard to interpret;

subjective
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D-RisQ Modelworks® for Simulink/Stateflow

Software DesignSoftware Requirements

Simulink/
Stateflow

Manual design effort

English

Manual

Defined an appropriate standard

for requirements definition
Defined a subset that 

is sufficiently useful 

Verifiable

Subjective
Automate: Objective SubjectiveSubjective
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D-RisQ Modelworks® for Simulink/Stateflow

Software DesignSoftware Requirements

Simulink/
Stateflow

Modelworks
Formal Language

Automatic

Manual design effort

English

D-RisQ Requirements
Language

Manual

Manual

Communicating Sequential 
Processes (CSP) 

Formal Language

Automatic

Communicating Sequential 
Processes (CSP) 

Formal Language

Automatic

Formal Model check (FDR4)

AutomaticAutomatic Pre-defined
Stability, 

Reachability
& exit

Properties 
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GTV Significant Developments

In
c
re

a
s
in

g
 c

a
p
a
b
ili

ty

Versions

α-1 α-2
α-3

β-1
β-2

β-3
β-4

Planned

Version 

1.0

=α1+ new

=α2+ new

=α3+ new

=β1+ new

=β2+ new

Alpha versions concentrated on 

expanding Stateflow coverage

=β3+ new

=β4+ new

Beta versions concentrated on automating English 

requirements check and Simulink coverage

1st Requirements 

language check

Introduced Z3 

SMT Solver

Enabling selective requirements

Extra data types
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Modelworks Process Flow

Model 
Advisor

Modelworks

Simulink 
Animator

Simulink/Stateflow
Model

Requirements

Analysis model

Formal Requirements

Proven

Confirm animation shows issue found by Modelworks 

Formalise

Adjust model

Initial model

Counterexample

Review/
Adjust

Select 
requirements 

to check



Modelworks GUI

Project Admin

Select all Requirements

Individual 

requirements 

selection

Run Modelworks

Selected Individual requirement (s) text

Project Summary



Counter Example in the Simulator

Inputs Outputs

Next plots

Initial Plots

Next plots

Initial Plots
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Documentation to Support Claims that the Tool Known as 

Modelworks can do what it is supposed to do….

Tool Operational Requirements

(What the tool is supposed to do)
User /Installation Manual

Why the formal method is the right one to use

Why the formalisation of the 

English and the model 

is correct, complete, etc

Evidence that the tool satisfies the Tool Operational Requirements

Tool Qualification Material

Material Generally Available
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Key Benefits

• Enables design to be undertaken such that it can be objectively verified

• Automatically links requirements to the model

• Can do a selection of requirements and will automatically select the right 
area of the model to check

• Provides feedback to the user when there are errors

• Won’t say which is wrong : requirements or model; just where there is an 
issue

• Enables:

• Faster development

• Faster iteration when things go wrong in early design stages

• And, crucially, ensures that the follow-on stages are given an objective view 
of compliance to requirements = potential for huge savings
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D-RisQ Modelworks® for SysML

Modelworks
Formal Language

Communicating Sequential 
Processes (CSP) 

Formal Language

Formal Model check (FDR4)

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Communicating Sequential 
Processes (CSP) 

Formal Language

Manual design effort

Automatic

Automatic

English

D-RisQ Requirements
Language

Manual

Manual

SysML

System Requirements System Design

Pre-defined
Stability, 

Reachability
& exit

Properties 
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Model Tuning 

• Unsurprisingly, because we were developing the GTV, experiments were 
more tuned towards existing processes

• Small and simple examples were used to explore the art of the possible

• Large and complex certainly not tackled

• However, D-RisQ developed an open example for an aircraft 
undercarriage

• Much larger and more complex

• Since the end of the metrication process, Modelworks has been used to 
check another of the models, but no metrics were gathered

• Expanding our capability 



Problem

Fit into existing development processes

Aim to build something that is verifiable

Support claims for standards ISO26262

DO-178C










Modelworks GUI

Simulink/Stateflow

SysML

Requirements and 

Simulink/Stateflow

subset with 

semantics

Solution



Enabling non-expert access to FM 

for requirements and design
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Future work

• Modelworks for Simulink/Stateflow will shortly be released as a 
product

• Requirements capture tool now under development

• Context specific editor ensures compliance to D-RisQ 
Requirements Language

• Will remove a step in the overall process
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Modelworks (MW) includes:

- Requirements translation (nat. lang. to MW)

- MW configuration for model compatibility

- MW verification of requirements

Tackling Formalising Requirements Step

Modelworks (MW) includes:

- Requirements translation (nat. lang. to MW)

- MW configuration for model compatibility

- MW verification of requirements

Modelworks (MW) includes:

- Requirements translation (nat. lang. to MW)

- MW configuration for model compatibility

- MW verification of requirements
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Impact of Automating Formalised Requirements 

System 

Requirements

Functional 

Safety 

Requirements

Formalised 

Requirements

System 

Requirements

Formalised 

Safety 

Requirements

Model 

Development

Formalised 

Modelworks

Check

Formalised 

Modelworks

Check

Model 

Development

PICASSOS

Future Process
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Future work

• Modelworks for Simulink/Stateflow will shortly be released as a 
product

• Requirements capture tool now under development

• Context specific editor ensures compliance to D-RisQ 
Requirements Language

• Will remove a step in the overall process

• Modelworks for SysML is being worked on

• Exploitation of requirements editor likely

• Safety critical decision making system for an autonomous unmanned 
sea vessel under development

• Exploits Modelworks and will also exploit CLawZ 

• Meets DO-178C Level A

• Exploitation work into aerospace underway

• Looking for more automotive and other exploitation work
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What is mutation testing?

• Evaluate the effectiveness of the test suite

• Introduces a syntactically correct modification into a given model or code

• Modifications mimic real-life modelling / programming errors

• Such a “modification type” is referred to as a mutation operator

• Mutation score = 
number of mutants killed
total number of mutants

Original Mutant operator 
applied

if (a && b)

{ c = 1; }

else { c = 0; }

if (a ¦¦ b)

{ c = 1; }

else { c = 0; }
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Motivation

• Needed a scientific means to evaluate model checking 
technologies 

• To benchmark the GTV and compare with existing technology e.g. 
SLDV

• Academic contribution

• Little evidence in literature of a complete set of mutant 
operators for Simulink and Stateflow models



Total ‘pot’ of 
mutants

(Y = 53)

Pick a 
mutant that 

will affect 
the results 
for a given 

requirement

Create a 
mutant 
model

Run the 
tool-under-

test

If mutant 
killed

X = X+1

X is number 
of mutants 

killed

Mutants 

Score = 
𝑋

𝑌

What was our process for mutation testing?

Repeat until all the mutants are 
tested



Examples of the type of mutants created

Relational operator by 

another relational operator 

Mutation of delay 

duration 

Wrong-start-state
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Experiments

• Landing Gear model – an open model created by D-RisQ

• 18 associated requirements

• Not possible to verify all of them

• Selected 4 verifiable requirements

• 155 mutant models created for 4 requirements



Example of implementation in a real model

Original

du: Airspeed_is_gt_220_test = (Airspeed > 220)

Mutant

du: Airspeed_is_gt_220_test = (Airspeed <= 220)
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Some Metrics

• YorkMetrics Termscape Tool adapted to collect metrics of interest

• Time to create formal properties, etc. for each mutant model

• Time to run the experiments

• Qualitative: Whether report generated by tools was helpful etc.



Experiments – Early results

Model SLDV* GTV+

Counter-example
for detection

Counter-example
for detection

LG_1_0 No No

LG_1_6_5 Yes Yes

LG_2_21_1 Yes Yes

LG_2_0 No No

LG_3_2_1 Yes Yes

+ GTV beta 3.5 for most and 3.5.1 for 
a subset
* R2016a version of MATLAB
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What have we learnt?

• The Simulink and Stateflow mutants we have created are unique and 
complete as far as we can assess

• Manually creating mutation models takes time

• For evaluating tool performance this approach works well

• Less relevant for evaluating the process

• Formulating accurate properties for the verification is important and relies 
on interpreting English language requirements accurately

• Use of constrained-natural requirements can help the process
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Recommendations and future work

• We conducted single mutant models but multiple mutant 
models can exist in reality

• Future work needs to look at effectiveness of tools to 
identify multiple mutants

• Automating the process can help speed up the process

• Use constrained-natural requirements to help the process
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Introduction

• The last session described our first trial: use of model checking at the level of software design

• For the second trial we moved up the design hierarchy to system level…
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SysML — Motivation

• Our trial used SysML …

• To design the system architecture

• To help to elicit requirements

• Why?...

• SysML is standardised modelling language 

• Variant of UML, targeted at Model Based System Engineering (MBSE)

• Many diagram types

• Supports multiple, varied illustrations of system design intent

• Includes behaviour and interaction, as well as structure and interfaces

• Tool-enforced consistency

• SysML helps designers’ comprehension of …

• Behaviours / interactions of system elements needed to deliver desired services

• Implications of intended behaviours / interactions
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SysML — Motivation

• SysML is showing growing uptake in automotive

• Jaguar Land Rover & other OEMs  — system level

• Suppliers  — lower levels (less uptake)

• We see use of SysML as an emerging best practice in automotive

• For engineering “intended” functionality

• Most impact at system level 

• Less need (& more inertia) at software level  

• Auto-coding from Simulink and Stateflow

• Wanted to understand how to work with it  

• Especially how to improve designs using model checking
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Case study — Hypothetical EV Propulsion System

• The system trials considered safety engineering for the propulsion system (light coloured components)
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SysML Views

• SysML defines nine diagram types

• A model of a system will have many diagrams, of different types

• Each diagram = a “view”

Diagram Type System Aspects Captured

Requirement diagrams Requirements

Package diagrams Structure (inc. interfaces)

Block definition diagrams

Internal block diagrams

Use case diagrams Behaviour

Activity diagrams

Sequence diagrams

State machine diagrams

Parametric diagrams Relationships

• Some examples from the project of key diagram types follow… 
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Block Definition Diagram – Example

• Identifies vehicle components and their relationships
EV

Supervisory controllerGear Selector Module

Inverter
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Internal Block Diagram – Example

• Shows

• Interfaces between components (e.g. signals) (“flows”)

• Functions of components (“operations”)
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State Machine Diagram – Example

• Defines

• Vehicle states / modes  (and sub-states)

• Transition conditions

• Actions on transitions and/or actions within states

States:  Asleep, Off, Standby, On, Tethered (sub-states: charging, wait, terminateCharging)
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Activity Diagram – Example

• Shows

• Functions (“activities”)

• Data flows (e.g. signals) (“object flows”)  and control flow (“control flows”)

Gear Selector Module determines gear based on gear selector

position and brake pedal

(interlock to prevent shift into Drive / Reverse without pedal press)
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Sequence Diagram – Example

• Shows:

• Components (“lifelines”)

• Signals / events (“messages”) 
between them

• Interactions during a 
particular 
scenario

Supervisory controller

HV Battery

Controller commands

battery to close

contactors at start of

charging



Simulation

• SysML can be used just to diagram

• E.g. static depiction

• Tools can also animate the views

• E.g. step through control flow on 
activity diagrams

• We found simulation the most help in 
gaining confidence in the models

• Dynamic execution of model

• User interaction via control panel 

• User can try out scenarios

• Can be automated (not tried during 
project)

IBM Rational Rhapsody 

Panel Diagram
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Simulation – Code

• Models need code to make simulation 
work

• Attached to activities

• Specifies how activities map inputs 
to outputs

• Code is not standard SysML

• Tool-specific choice of languages

• But SysML does have Parametric 
Diagrams (for relationships)

• Can be used to show mapping 
function of activities

• Free-text – no specified language

• (Example here uses C)

• Defined mapping function for activities also needed for model checking

• Without this, no actual definition of what an activity does!   Just…

• Descriptive name  – hopefully

• Related requirements  – but what if SysML is meant to be design that meets requirements?
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Safety Engineering in a SysML Context

• SysML model of a system can be seen as architectural design

• Very rich compared to other approaches, e.g. simple block diagrams

• Generates new artefacts within design process

• We wanted to understand roles of SysML models in safety engineering

• Interaction of safety engineering with MBSE of intended functionality

• How to do safety analysis using SysML models as basis

• Inductive  — e.g. FMEA   

• Deductive  — e.g. FTA   

• Any other implications for verification of the design and/or safety requirements

• Key questions:

• How to do model checking?

• When?

• What for?

• Overall:

• What are the implications for necessary content of the SysML models?

• What would be an effective process combining model checking with traditional methods?
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Implications Within the Supply Chain

• If OEM does all this …

• What would be the implications for component suppliers?

• What are the information flows across organisational boundaries (up and down)?  
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Implications Within the Supply Chain

• Assumptions:

• Discontinuity between SysML at system level and Simulink / Stateflow at software level

• No need to share SysML model OEM  suppliers (or any benefit from this)

• Requirements still the main way to describe necessary component behaviours
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• Work at system level (modelling, 
analysis, verification) seen as a 
means to improve requirements

• Assumptions made during analysis are 
passed down OEM  suppliers
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Implications Within the Supply Chain

• Assumptions:

• No provision of models from suppliers  OEM

• IP constraints & modelling discontinuity SysML versus Simulink / Stateflow

• Suppliers provide corrections to assumptions if necessary
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• Features & behaviours of legacy / pre-
existing components assumed from: 
experience, supplier specifications, 
supplier clarifications, previous 
models, …

• Key issue: What level of abstraction or detail 
in the system design …

• Is both necessary (to support model 
checking) and feasible (during 
design)?

• Will give useful results?
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Summary

• Our second set of trials …

• Investigated system-level design, using the hypothetical EV propulsion system as case study

• Used SysML

• Integrated safety engineering into the SysML-based work-flows

• Took advantage of model checking on the system design
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Introduction

Objective of this session:

Explain the process for developing SysML models for 
Formal verification 

• Recap

• Baseline process:

• Requirements

• System Modelling with SysML

• Safety Analysis

• Safety Concept Modelling with SysML

• Verification

• Delta process:

• Steps necessary for Model Checking based Formal verification

• Findings
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Recap

• ISO 26262

• Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL)

• Requirement hierarchy

• Safety Goals

• Functional Safety Concept (FSC)

• Technical Safety Concept (TSC)

• Safety Analysis

• Experiment & Trials:

• EV propulsion system

• Baseline process vs Delta process

• Metrification

• Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) & SysML

Source: ISO 26262 (2011)
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Process Overview

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Baseline Process –

Safety Analysis: Why?

Source: ISO 26262 (2011)-4

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Baseline Process –

Safety Analysis – How?

• Traditional Approach – manual analysis of the system(s) under consideration:

• Inductive Analysis

• Deductive Analysis

• SysML source of information about the system, its behaviour & its interactions:

• Where to start?

• How to progress?

For more information about using SysML for Model Based Safety Analysis (MBSA):

• “Safety analysis integration in a systems engineering approach for mechatronic systems 
design” Faïda Mhenni; Doctoral Thesis; École Centrale Paris; March 2015

• Publications by Yiannis Papadopoulos et al (HiP-HOPS)

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Baseline Process – Safety Analysis

- Inductive Analysis (e.g. FMEA)
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Baseline Process – Safety Analysis

- Deductive Analysis (e.g. FTA)
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Baseline Process –

Safety Analysis: Observations

Pros

• Richer form of information

• Less open to misinterpretation

• Analysis traceable to the actual design

• Promotes rigorous & easier analysis

• Could be automated

Cons

• Need for critical mass of information and maturity – potential pitfalls.

• E.g. models which are use-case specific – danger of missing the hazards/causes.

• Potential to be more time consuming

• Not in scope of project to compare use of SysML for Safety analysis versus other sources of 
information to perform analysis

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Baseline Process –

Safety Concept Modelling

• Represent the Safety Concept along-side the nominal design

• Safety mechanisms to be modelled in different & complementary views:

• Architecture block diagrams

• Activity Diagrams

• Sequence diagrams…

• Models can capture and describe:

• Allocation (including ASIL)

• Detection mechanisms & route to Safe-State entry

• Timing aspects (Fault Tolerant Time Interval)

• Defence-in-Layers & order of safety mechanisms

• Warning & degradation concept

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis

Source: ISO 26262 (2011)-2
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Baseline Process –

Safety Concept Modelling

Internal Block Diagrams & Activity 
Block Diagrams:

• Representing Safety Mechanism which 
acts through a “physical” interface – HV 
Electrical Energy

• Control required to achieve it modelled in 
‘activity’ diagram

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Baseline Process –

Safety Concept modelling

Sequence Modelling

• Identify priority of Safety Mechanisms 
and their functional structure

• Primary & Secondary

• Parallel & Series 

• Where cascade, order in which they 
activate & allocate ‘time budgets’

• Fault Detection Time

• Fault Reaction Time

• Overall Fault Tolerant Time 
Interval (FTTI)

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis

Independent 

Preventative action 

– primary safety 

mechanism

Error detection –

Secondary safety 

mechanisms
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Baseline Process –

Verification objectives

• Baseline Process - Manual review of the requirements and system design:

• System Design correct and complete versus the requirements

• Requirement at each level of abstraction satisfies the safety requirements 
at the higher level of abstraction

• Compliance with architectural design (as captured by the nominal design)

• Allocation of safety requirements to elements

• Interfaces & dependencies between safety related elements

• ASIL decomposition across architectural elements

• Mitigation for identified faults

• Verification objectives above dependent upon level of abstraction

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Baseline Process –

Verification Methods Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis

Source: ISO 26262 (2011)-8&4

Where tools allow for dynamic 

visualisation of the model.

Supported by Fault Insertion

Requirement Verification

Design Verification
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Delta Process & Key Steps

Objective:

Utilise Model Checking based methods to Formally Verify the correctness and 
completeness of the Requirements and System Design

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis

3) Express as Proof 

Properties

5) Additional 

Analysis

1) Convert Model to 

format

compatible with 

Model Checking tool

4) Use Model 

Checking tool to 

verify requirements

2) Add Fault 

Insertion 

functions
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Trial - Baseline vs Delta

• Scope: Development of Intended Function and a Technical Safety Concept for a 
Safety Goal:

• Intended Function: Plug-in Charging

• Safety Goal: Prevent Vehicle Acceleration when plugged-in

• Metricised the design of intended function, safety analysis, TSC & modelling in 
SysML

• SysML models error seeded to determine which verification process was best at 
finding incorrectly represented Technical Safety requirements

• 4 deliberate errors added

• 2 of which lead to TSR violations

• Metrics for effort & success (errors found) captured:

• Verification limited to confirmation of correctness of the SysML versus 12 
Technical Safety Requirements 

• Does not include the verification versus the higher level safety requirements.

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Baseline vs Delta Trial –

Verification outcome - Metrics Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis

Process TSR Violations Other Modelling Errors

Baseline 0 5

Delta 2 7

Process Verification Time Total Time % Verification

Baseline 3.5 66.5 5%

Delta 33* 96 34%

Effort (Hours)

Number of Errors Found

* Breakdown: Conversion 21%; Fault Modelling 9%; Requirement 44%; Verification 26%
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Baseline vs Delta Trial –

Error Detection Example Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis

Non-TSR violation 

error seeded 

upstream

TSR violation error 

seeded into Guard 

Logic

Combination of both errors meant single 

fault in this input would violate TSR 

Delta process found TSR 

violation with single-fault 

condition.

Should have only been detected 

with 2 or more faults.
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Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis

PICASSOS Process –

Verification - Claims

Having performed Formal Verification of the Model, what could actually be claimed?

1. Compliance - Completeness and Correctness of the Design versus the Requirements

2. Higher confidence in the design –

• Assure ourselves we have got the requirements correct 

• Assure ourselves we have got the correct requirements

3. Gained this confidence earlier in the life-cycle – saves time and cost later in a programme

4. Formal verification more effective (issues found) than traditional verification method

Caveats & care points:

• Representations of the Design, Faults and Safety Mechanisms are correct, complete & appropriate

• Proof Properties expressed correctly

• Conversion from SysML is correct

• Not a quantitative analysis 

• Does not check decomposition rules – all safety mechanisms treated equally
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Observations

PROS CONS

Unified System Design and Functional Safety 

Process - Benefits in alignment and 

compatibility

Require mature models,

Considerations for team working – e.g. consistency 

between team members 

Richer source of information for Safety Analysis 

– easier to perform analysis

Increased amount of material to analyse –

uncertain benefit

Analysis traceable to design Sensitivity to design churn

Improved expression of design using SysML views More difficult to review?

PROS CONS

Improved discipline & rigour in specifying 

requirements

Additional up-front time & effort

Still reliant on traditional review methodologies

Improved discipline & rigour in design Generation of “throw-away” artefacts

Risk of engineering the model for verification 

purpose, not the design.

Increased confidence in the design by formal 

verification, earlier in development lifecycle

Upfront investment

Using Model Based System Engineering

Performing Formal Verification of System Design
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Summary

• Presented a means to unify the Nominal and Safety Design process using MBSE

• Confirmed suitability of using MBSE for Safety Analysis

• Described approaches to modelling Safety Concepts alongside Nominal Design

• Presented how MBSE can be used within a Formal Verification approach

• Metrics confirmed approach is more effective (defects found) than traditional verification

• Potential to identify and diagnose missing/incorrect requirements earlier in the design 
phase – reduce effects of late change on a programme

• Next steps & future potential…

• Verification versus higher level requirements

• Optimisation of process

• Direct analysis of SysML / automated conversion

• ASIL decomposition
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 System Development
 Requirements phase, Design phase .. (eg., the automotive V-model)

 SysML as a new Systems of Systems modelling paradigm investigated

 Hence SysML -> SLSF translation

 To verify high-level behaviour via model-checking the translated system model

 To improve the quality of high-level behavioural system models

 Formal verification examines behaviour of models exhaustively

 No model-checkers exist(ed) for SysML models

 But model-checkers exist for SLSF models eg., SLDV, GTV from D-RisQ

Motivation & brief recap: Background

MOTIVATION: To formally verify system-level models 
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 SysML
 Standardised by the Object Management Group (OMG) 

 PTC Integrity Studio, Rhapsody are example tools implementing SysML

 Relevant partners had access to these tools

 SLSF
 De-facto standard within the automotive industry

 No surprise, all partners had access to these tools!

 SLDV

 Integrated within the Mathworks tool-suite; qualified for ISO 26262 
compliant processes

 Other COTS tools like EmbeddedValidator, SCADE Design Verifier were not 
relevant

Brief recap: which modelling languages, tools?

Formal Design 

Verification Tool

PropertyModel

Yes/
No

Does the model 
satisfy the 
property?
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 Understand SysML language constructs (semantics)
 From SysML language specification – description, examples 

 Eg. Constructs: Action, Activity Final Node within an SysML Activity Diagram  

 Real-world usage of SysML

 Automotive Industry’s Model Based Systems Engineering Processes

 Key diagrams relevant for formal verification

 Key behavioural diagrams

 Typical workflows and use cases
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Approach

Public-domain 
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(from OMG 
SysML 
language 
specification v1.4 
(2015))
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Example mapping of nodes via rules

Node Rule Name Translated Element

Initial SAD_N_Initial_SLSF_1 A junction with a 
default transition.
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Example mapping of nodes via rules

Node Rule Name Translated Element

Action SAD_N_Action_SLSF_1 State. Any local / output 
variables. A back transition to the 

initial junction.

SAD_N_Action_SLSF_2 Junction. A back transition to 
the initial junction.

Action

State

l1, o1 ..
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Example mapping of paths via rules

Path Rule Name Translated Element

Control Flow SAD_P_CtrlFlow_SLSF_1 Transitions between the 
corresponding states and/or 

junctions, with relevant 
conditions and/or changes to 

variables. Back transition 
from each state to the initial 

junction.

Action 1

Action 2

if g=true

State

l1, o1 ..

[g==1]
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Translation Rules

Examples of translation

Node Type Name on SysML Activity 
Diagram

Translated SLSF Element

Initial Initial Node 1 Junction J1, Transition T1

Call Behaviour Action MeasureVehicleConditions State 
“MeasureVehicleConditions”

Activity Final Activity Final Node 1 Junction J7, Transition T6
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Translation Rules

SysML Element SLSF Translation

Atomic Action Node State or Junction

Input / Output Parameters Corresponding Input / Output Variables

Simple example from System trials
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Fault Modelling & Model Checking

 Model Checking:
 Model Checker tool can help assess effect of fault

 Does the safety mechanism mitigate all faults?

 Is the safety mechanism robust to latent faults?

 Expect to find duel point faults (non-latent/dependent) to cause violation

 Fault modelling:
 Control Flow (Torque, Speed etc.)

 Substitute with unconstrained values

 State information
 Substitute with Boolean/Enumerated values

 Method dependent upon tool set used

 Additional heuristic approach to Safety Analysis
 Identify Combinations of Faults & Cardinality

 Identify Fault Sequences

Verification

Model Based Systems Engineering Process

RequirementsArchitecture Use-cases

Modelling

Requirements

Safety
Requirements

Requirements
Safety

Requirements
Models

Safety 
Modelling

Safety 
Requirements

Safety
Models

Safety
Analysis
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Fault Modelling Library Creation

Various fault modelling 
blocks were created for  

use within trials

• Input stuck at binary 
choice

• Stuck at 0
• Stuck at 1

• Input higher than actual
• Input change delayed
• Inappropriate (generic)
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Example Fault Modelling & Detection

From Fault Library

Fault Detection Logic
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Property Specification for Model Checking

Key blocks used from SLDV Library:
Verification Subsystem, Implies and Proof Objective
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Example Property Specification

Proof 
properties for 
TSRs, SG

Translated Model for 
Formal Verification
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Example Property Specification
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Summary & Observations

 Real-world usage of SysML
 Automotive Industry’s MBSE Processes

 Key diagrams relevant for formal verification

 Key behavioural diagrams

 Typical workflows and use cases

Diagram Type System 

Aspects

Captured

Requirement diagrams Requirements

Package diagrams Structure (inc. 

interfaces)
Block definition diagrams

Internal block diagrams

Use case diagrams Behaviour

Activity diagrams

Sequence diagrams

State machine diagrams

Parametric diagrams Relationships

 SysML and SLSF models
 Initial lack of detail in high-level SysML models

 Detailed SLSF models

 May tend to capture more functionality

 May have some refactoring to account for tool 
compatibility

Well-suited for complex logic verification

To scale up, automation is needed in translation 
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Summary & Observations

 Automation will enhance the current process

 Efficiency

 Can be less error-prone

 Overall methodology is recommended

 To improve model quality within a MBSE process

 To assist in overall Safety Analysis work

Improved clarity of system-level requirements assists in 
leveraging this formal methods approach
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Overview

• Where were we when we got started?

• What have we achieved?

• What evidence have we developed to support our assessment of formal 
methods?

• What is our assessment of the introduction of formal methods into our 
processes?

• What are our recommendations for next steps?
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Back When We Started …  

• Growing problem:

• Scale and complexity of systems

• Development costs

• Standard compliance / assurance  – heading towards regulation?

• Awareness that formal methods were recommended by ISO 26262

• Awareness of model checking and emerging tool support as being of interest

• Little evidence of take up in the automotive industry

• Practicality of methods?

• Tool support and integration?

• People / skills?

• Perceived delta costs prohibitive?

• Uncertainty about how to deploy

• Need for a ‘business case’ perspective as well as an engineering one
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What Have We Achieved?

• Experience and understanding of (specific) formal methods in 
consortium organisations

• New approaches to verification and analysis in MBD work-flows

• All based on commercial / commercial-intent technologies

• Better understanding of SysML

• … and its role in safety engineering

• Trials based on best-practice “traditional” processes

• At system and software levels

• Comparative data

• Qualitative observations
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What Evidence Have We Developed?

• Comparative metrics for verification and analysis approaches:

• Effort (person-hours) 

• Effectiveness (defects found, requirements coverage)

• Volume / complexity of models (re. scalability)

• Demonstrated feasibility for industrial-scale models

• Demonstrated assurance strength of model checking

• Value in safety cases (ISO 26262 and generically)

• Strengths and sources of limitation (where backing arguments 
needed)
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What Is Our Assessment Of Formal Methods? —

Engineering Assessment *

• Usable in practical industry processes

• Effective

• Additional confidence in designs

• Good for finding event sequences & under-specified initial conditions

• Inherently good at state and logic

• Also works for other problems  e.g. constraints on data (in s/w trial)

• Formalising requirements gives added benefits (precision, completeness)

• Safety case is strengthened

• Take care to bound claims

• Take care to argue about validity of abstractions, assumptions, 
assertions

* Caveat: Work scoped to two model checkers: other tools and formal methods exist!
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What Is Our Assessment Of Formal Methods? —

‘Business Case’ Assessment

• Supports compliance to ISO 26262  (not always in the obvious places)

• Remember: the tables are not the requirements!

• Increased confidence in product safety properties*

• And more robust in the face of change

• Potential to reduce scope of traditional methods

• Where they meet the same goals  (e.g. model meets requirements)

• Need other methods for other goals,  e.g…

• Compatibility with target hardware

• Modelling standard compliance

• Inductive safety analysis

• …

* Routes to hazards
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What Is Our Assessment Of Formal Methods? —

‘Business Case’ Assessment (2)

• Demonstrable advantage where Formal Methods reduce the need for 
other methods

• Effort  =  Time,  Cost

• Other time & cost benefits (reduced rework down-stream) from …

• Early defect detection

• Thorough defect detection

• Repeatability
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What Is Our Assessment Of Formal Methods? —

Deployment Assessment

• Trade-offs to be made between…

• “Design for verifiability” approach  (new developments)

• Opportunistic approach  (legacy and/or overlay on established 
processes)

• Rigour versus usability

• Doesn’t need to be “all or nothing” to be of value:

• Apply where greatest return  (cost and/or confidence)

• May need mix of methods (formal and traditional) to get full coverage

• Can gain experience & confidence by incremental adoption

• Repeatability is inherently valuable
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What Is Our Assessment Of Formal Methods? —

Deployment Assessment (2)

• Consider non-substitutional use cases:

• High confidence after using other approaches

• E.g. following FTA for deductive safety analysis

• Solve specific problem

• Provide evidence for specific claims

• Abstraction in models is a key factor

• High enough abstraction needed

• For tractability, feasibility & programme timing

• But needs sufficient detailing

• To be able to support claims (i.e. representative)

• To support model checking!

• Small gap between requirements and models reduces value-add

• May need experimentation to get the balance right 
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The Route Forward – Adoption Approaches

• Use model checking for overall efficiency and confidence gains

• Can help to meet ISO 26262 verification & analysis goals cost-effectively

• Introduce incrementally

• Treat as an investment

• Strengthened requirements specification, design and assurance

• Reduced cost & delay in down-stream processes

• Reduced cost & delay during modification

• Expect better economies at larger scales / complexities

• … and at larger abstraction gaps between assertions and models
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Area Targets Notes

Design 

assurance

Requirements

satisfaction

See examples in earlier sessions

Absence of unwanted 

behaviour

E.g. based on FMEA failure conditions or FTA 

intermediate or basic events

System responds to 

stimuli as needed

E.g. as over-check that safety mechanisms will 

not unnecessarily cause “safety through 

unavailability”

Requirements Reduced ambiguity Examples shown: Patterns, CNL

Can be supplements to NL

Specification for 

verifiability

E.g. CNL as requirements

Verification vs. input 

requirements

Model satisfies immediate Reqs B

Model also satisfies higher Reqs A 

 Reqs B are consistent with Reqs A

The Route Forward – Adoption Approaches

• Potential initial “attack points”:
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The Route Forward – Examples from Consortium 

Partners

• Jaguar Land Rover:

• Incrementally apply model checking within control software development

• Adopt key modelling guidelines into systems modelling

• Implement new practices on integration of Model Based System Engineering & Functional Safety 
processes

• Ricardo:

• Embed model checking into software processes (with automated integration into existing tool 
chains) – considering substitution

• Pilot use at system level where SysML is already built into a project – inc. non-FM findings

• Ad-hoc deployment for specific problems as part of “tool-kit”

• Consultancy to other organisations seeking process improvement

• D-RisQ:

• Launch commercial version of Modelworks for Simulink/Stateflow

• Develop Modelworks for SysML

• Education:

• WMG offer Formal Methods as part of their Technical Accreditation Scheme (TAS) 

• Oxford University delivers Software Engineering Mathematics on its Diploma and Masters courses

• (TBC)  Set up collaborative forum
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Further Information

• Papers:

• SAE 2017-01-0063  PICASSOS – Practical Applications of Automated Formal 
Methods to Safety Related Automotive Systems

• SAE 2016-01-0032  Incorporating ISO 26262 Concepts in an Automated Testing 
Toolchain Using Simulink Design Verifier

• Proving properties of automotive systems of systems under ISO 26262 using 
automated formal methods  9th IET International Conference on System Safety and 
Cyber Security (2014)

• Publicly available project deliverables (TBC; please check http://picassos.info or 
contact contact@picassos.info with requests for access):

• D1.4  Modelling guidelines for Simulink and Stateflow

• D1.5  Modelling guidelines for SysML

• D1.6  SysML to SLSF translation guidelines

• D1.7  Requirements semi-formalisation using the PICASSOS intermediate language

• D1.8  Safety Analysis using SysML

http://picassos.info/
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Conclusions 

• Growing challenges in assuring control systems:  scale, complexity, authority

• Project has developed practical & powerful additions to existing methods

• Use cases cover supply chain – OEM to suppliers

• Methods are viable from technical and commercial view points

• Better assurance

• Lower cost

• Non-expert users

• Commercial tools exist (or nearly)

• SLDV 

• Modelworks

• (Others e.g. BTC EmbeddedValidator)

• Work needed to deploy within specific organisations (and further refinement)

• Project partners welcome enquiries!




